Linden, Brown Architecture is a collective of designers and makers based in Portland, Oregon. Drawn to the Pacific Northwest’s staggering landscapes and vibrant communities, we see the rich qualities of the natural environment as inspiration for built, architectural spaces. The places we build benefit from the legacy of design and craftsmanship of this place, whether in its historic culture of materiality or in the contemporary entrepreneurial culture of making.

Our work is responsive and resourceful, using an economy of means towards a maximum of meaning. We form lasting relationships with clients, builders, artists, and craftspeople, creating timeless places of shared experience. Our studio is a place of exploration, curiosity and wonder, finding the beauty and possibilities in every design.

L,BA was founded in 2018 by Chris Brown and Brent Linden, bringing together more than 35 years of collective effort towards architecture of the highest aspirations. Before forming L,BA, Chris and Brent designed and led an array of award-winning and culturally significant public projects at internationally acclaimed practices, including the Clyfford Still Museum in Denver Colorado, the US Embassy in Maputo, Mozambique, the National Veterans Memorial and Museum in Columbus, Ohio, and the Benton County Historical Society—Corvallis Museum in Corvallis, Oregon.

L,BA is seeking an exceptional Intermediate Architect for immediate employment in a demanding and collaborative work environment. Considered applicants must have:

- BArch or March degree from an accredited university
- 3-7 years of professional work experience
- A wandering and critical design mind, with interests in dynamic spaces, connections to landscape, material qualities, craft and construction details
- The ability to work independently and collaboratively
- Strong organization and communication skills, with the ability to work within and meet established deadlines
- Experience with consultant coordination, permitting processes and producing construction document sets with minimal supervision
- Strong detailing skills
- Familiarity working with various tools and medium including but not limited to: physical model building, 2D and 3D drawing and modeling (Vectorworks, Rhino, etc), rendering (Photoshop, Enscape, etc), and generating presentations (Adobe Creative Suite), etc.

- Residential design and documentation experience is a plus
- Familiarity with the City of Portland and surrounding area jurisdictions a plus

Other details:

- Position available immediately following interview and selection process
- Competitive salary, medical and PTO benefits provided
- Please Submit a cover letter, detailed resume, work samples, and references to info@lindenbrownarchitecture.com and include “Intermediate Architect” in the email subject line. Hard copies can be sent to address listed below.